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Capturing collective updates and 
upgrades: using OCLC WorldShare 
MARC Record Delivery at UK Libraries 
Julene Jones 
ELUNA 2014 
IMPORTANCE OF LOCAL CUSTOMIZATION 
 Records from OCLC, vendors, Marcive, our original cataloging, etc. 
 + 
 Local standards, practices, preferences, codified: 
FIELDS TO 
DELETE.doc 
FIELDS TO 
ADD.doc 

WHAT IS IT? 
 “MARC Record Delivery” 
  Part of OCLC’s WorldShare Metadata Collection Manager 
 Expanded profiling options! 
 Can interleave LHRs 
  
 Can deliver records from  
 Collection sets in your KB 
 Query collections 
 WorldCat Holdings collections 
  
HOW DOES IT WORK? 
 If you are an OCLC cataloging subscriber, 
               OCLC posts free files of records you hold as they are updated 
  
 Every day, compares upgraded OCLC MARC records to those with your holding symbol  
  
 OCLC Control Number changes are automatically delivered, everything else is 
customizable 
  
 Files posted to OCLC’s FTP site 
CUSTOMIZED “TRIGGER” FOR UPDATES 
Receive records because of any 
changes 
Receive records because of changes to 
specific fields, or records for specific 
formats 
 Can customize which updated records OCLC sends 
CUSTOMIZED RECORDS 
                        Can customize data in updated records 
 Can add fields / subfields: holdings code, field with reason for delivery, delivery date 
 Can delete fields / subfields : 029 or 650 _7 
 Can customize 856  
 Can include Local Holdings Records 
 Can set record schema of delivered files: MARC, MARCXML, MODS, Dublin Core 
 Entire record is delivered, not just updated fields 


 Reasons for updated records 
  
 OCLC control number change 
 Master record variable field(s) change 
 Master record DtSt change 
 Master record 040 RDA change 
 Master record encoding level change 




EXAMPLE 1, MERGING: ORIGINAL 
EXAMPLE 1, MERGING : MERGED WITH #9056755 
EXAMPLE 2, FULLNESS 
Voyager OCLC 
035  |a (OCoLC)221773813 035  |a (OCoLC)1368283 |z (OCoLC)221773813 
100  1\ |a Hamilton, Charles, |d 1913- 100  1\ |a Hamilton, Charles, |d 1913-1996. 
245  14 |a The robot that helped to make a President ; |b 
a reconnaissance into the mysteries of John F. Kennedy's 
signature. 
245  14 |a The robot that helped to make a President : |b 
a reconnaissance into the mysteries of John F. Kennedy's 
signature / |c by Charles Hamilton. 
260  \\ |a New York, |c 1965. 260 \\|a New York : |b C. Hamilton, |c 1965. 
300  10 |a xiv, 63 p. |b illus., facsims., ports. |c 32 cm. 300  \\|a xiv, 63 p. : |b ill. ; |c 32 cm. 
[field not in UK’s record] 500  \\ |a Includes index. 
[field not in UK’s record] 
500  \\ |a "This book was designed by Charles Hamilton and 
Diane Hamilton and printed in 14-point … 
[field not in UK’s record] 
505  0\|a Man or robot? -- To sign or not to sign : some proxy 
signatures – Frankly speaking: Kennedy’s … 
EXAMPLE 3 
UK WORKFLOWS 
 Implemented service on a trial basis 
 
Records from multiple vendors, including 
Marcive 
 
Multiple proxy-server links 
 
Accept RDA and non-RDA records 
 Workflows surrounding authority control, 
authority updates: 
 Peter Ward subject headings 
 OCLC RSS feed for closed dates in 
personal name headings 
 Music Library Association’s Music 
Cataloging Bulletin 
 Local unauthorized heading reports 
  
UK’S PROFILE, FIRST REVISION 
Receive records for all formats held by KUK 
Any changes in DtSt 
Triggered by changes in access points or encoding level change 
1XX        
6XX (2nd ind 0 or 2)      to blank or I 
7XX 
8XX 
 
Local note added to include “reason for delivery” 
UK’S PROFILE, CURRENT REVISION 
Receive records for all formats held by KUK 
Any changes in DtSt 
Triggered by changes in selected access points or encoding level change  
   
    1XX     to blank or I 
    7XX 
 
Still reviewing records one-by-one from delivered file 
RESULTS 
 Started receiving files in mid-July 2013 
 Average of ~ 200 records / day on current profile 
  
                          Lots of authority cleanup! 
                          Lots of record-reviewing! 
  
 Largest file so far under most recent profile: 4,406 records 
 Most common field edited: 100 
  
  
TWO THINGS TO NOTE!! 
 Check your overlay profile / methodology! 
   Records that are suppressed may become unsuppressed 
   You may lose local edits 
 OCLC sends the entire record, not just the edits 
 
 
Communicate with your catalogers! 
    As Lori Robare says, “chocolate helps!” 
RESOURCES 
  
 For more information: http://www.oclc.org/worldshare-metadata.en.html 
  
 “Moving Beyond Bibliographic Record Notification” webinar by Julie Whitley & 
Cynthia Whitacre (2013) 
Julene Jones 
 
julene.jones@uky.edu 
